Oklahoma Root 52 Prayer Information and Strategy
Selected Oklahoma History, segments pertinent to Oklahoma Root 52 Week.
The state’s name is derived from the Choctaw words okla and humma, meaning “red
people.” Formed by the combination of Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory on
November 16, 1907, Oklahoma was the 46 state to enter the union. The preamble of the
Constitution of Oklahoma “Invoking the guidance of Almighty God, in order to secure
and perpetuate the blessing of liberty, to secure just and rightful government, to promote
our rightful government, to promote our natural welfare and happiness, we the people of
the State of Oklahoma do ordain and establish this Constitution.”
Evidence exists in the form of ancient translatable inscriptions and carvings (dating to
languages and scripts around 1500 BC) that people from the European, Phoenician,
Mediterranean regions were some of the first groups to have traveled through and lived in
the area of Oklahoma, long before the Spanish and French explorers. Native American
tribes and nations are considered the first peoples of Oklahoma land.
During the 19th century, thousands of Native Americans were expelled form their
ancestral homelands from across North America and forced to the area of present day
Oklahoma. The “Five Civilized Tribes” in the South were the most prominent nations
displaced by American expulsion policy, an event that came to be known as the Trail of
Tears during the Cherokee Nation’s removals starting in 1831. By 1890 more that 30
Native American nations and tribes had been concentrated on land within Indian
Territory or “Indian Country.” In the period between 1866 and 1899, cattle ranches in
Texas strove to meet the demands for food in eastern cities and railroads in Kansas
promised to deliver in a timely manner. Cattle trails and cattle ranches developed as
cowboys either drove their product north or settled illegally in Indian Territory. In 1881,
four of five major cattle trails on the western frontier traveled through Indian Territory.
In 1866 the federal government acquired from the Indians, a large area of land in Indian
Territory and prepared to subdivide it into townships and sections, foreseeing the time
when the whites would settle the land. Indian Territory was so remote from established
base lines and meridians that the surveyors decided to establish a fictitious base line and a
fictitious meridian, the meridian to be known as the Indian Meridian. Today in Oklahoma
from that fictitious initial point, by Fort Arbuckle, not an inch of land in the state of
Oklahoma, the three Panhandle counties excepted, can be located without reference to
that little known point. The reference, direct or indirect, is in every deed or lease ever
written to describe Oklahoma real estate. The 100th Meridian, also known as the
Cimarron Meridian in Oklahoma, divides the state’s panhandle from the rest of the state.
It is the dividing line used by the US Government to categorize farming. Everything west
of the 100th Meridian is considered irrigation farming, east non-irrigation farming.
Increased presence of white settlers in Indian Territory prompted the US Government to
establish the Dawes Act in 1887, which divided the lands of individual tribes into

allotments for individual families, encouraging farming and private land ownership
among Native Americans but expropriating land to the federal government. In the
process, nearly half of Indian held land within the territory was taken for outside settlers
and for purchase by railroad companies.
Today the area where the cattle trails crossed Indian Territory and the fictitious dividing
line was established is commonly referred to as Tornado Alley.
As the settlers pressed west, conflicts arose between Natives and settlers throughout the
west, and Oklahoma was no exception. A tragic result was a massacre of some 200
Cheyenne women and children in western Oklahoma. John Sipes, Southern Cheyenne
historian, gives the account of the massacre at Washita:
On November 27, 1868, Custer and the Seventh Cavalry charged into a Cheyenne
Village on the Washita River in Indian Territory. The result was a massacre of
children, women and elders of the tribe and the total destruction of their camp by
burning. The horses owned by the Cheyenne were slaughtered. He surrounded the
camp and at dawn…he attacked the sleeping camp. The camp was headed by
Chief Black Kettle, had no wolves (scouts) out to guard the sleeping village and
the sleeping village was unaware of the attack and slaughter of the people that
was about to happen. What followed was a massacre of the people from the
pregnant Cheyenne women being cut open at the womb and babies left on the
frozen ground dead with their mothers. Women, children and elders alike were
shot down as at a turkey shoot. Custer took 52 captives back to Camp Supply…
as prisoners of war. Thus this needless massacre just four years almost to the date
later from the Sand Creek Massacre and to the very same bands and families
nearly wiped out this extended kinships of families that had survived the Sand
Creek Massacre in 1864 in southeastern Colorado.
The Indian Territory was opened as free land with major land runs. This flood of people
caused great chaos, resulting in land ownership disputes and divisions. However the
greatest loss took place against the Native Americans who were cheated out of their land
by the breaking of over 372 Covenants/treaties made by the US Government.
Root 52 Strategy:
A group of intercessors, pastors, teachers, prophets and apostles have been working for
many years to restore Oklahoma’s covenant with God. This group of spiritual leaders has
become the Oklahoma Apostolic Prayer Network and the Heartland Apostolic Prayer
Network led by Dr. John Benefiel. The byline for OAPN is Restoring Covenant with God
the Land and the Peoples. Much has been done to reclaim the land, restore relationships
with the many peoples of Oklahoma and advance our covenant with God through
repentance, prayer, worship, restoring the Feasts of the Lord and building relationships
with Israel. For extensive information on these initiatives go to www.HAPN.US or
www.OAPN.US and go to Media or Initiatives.

As in all deliverances and healings whether it is for a person, place or thing, the process
always has layers of freedom. We have been systematically removing these layers of
defilement and replacing them with the Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ. We have
Divorced Baal, Remarried God and issued the Writ of Assistance. Our next assignment is
to take dominion of our Atmosphere by removing even the memory of all sin, placing a
firewall around our boarders and declaring a restricted airspace in Oklahoma.
Because we are addressing the atmosphere the Lord has instructed us to do our warfare in
the atmosphere from our regions of authority. Every regional and county leader will be
agreeing each day with prayer points and suggestions from this guide for their churches,
homes, places of work, highways, etc.
An instructional teaching video will be available on the www.OAPN.US website (click
on Media). This video is a in depth explanation of the information below, including
handouts, diagrams, music play lists, with resources for further research.
Everything has a frequency everything! We know that one of the manifestations of the
Glory of God is His presence taking up space in our atmosphere. Our goal is to create an
atmosphere over Oklahoma that will invite the Glory of God to inhabit the praises of His
people. Just as He presently dwells within each of us individually we seek to have Him
dwell corporately in our airspace. The electromagnetic spectrum is our known
frequencies from radio waves, infrared light, visible light, x-rays to gamma rays. We
know that God’s frequency incorporates every frequency, many we have not yet
discovered. We seek to combine the frequencies we humanly see and hear with the ones
God sees and hears to create a Tabernacle of Worship where the Ark of HIS Covenant
can dwell (Amos 9:11). This will be an ongoing assignment; we are addressing the next
layer, repairing breaches that Holy Spirit has assigned for this time frame.
Chuck Pierce prophecies;
1. Releasing the Prophetic Destiny of a Nation. Oklahoma known as “The OPEN
HEAVEN STATE. “I AM present in this state. I AM redeeming this ground. I AM
moving. I Am here. Honor Me because I am in the midst of these people and will change
the course (of the) nation. This is your day of your visitation…This is a time of gathering.
Because I have marked this land, gather one of every tribe into this place. And as you
gather them in, I will restore My mind with My people, and they will go forth from this
place and carry MY glory across this land…The River is flowing from the throne room.
Many have heard My voice and have come into My presence. Many have heard what I
would like to do for them. But on their way back to accomplish My purposes in the earth
realm, the enemy has blocked their way. I’m going to remove those rocks out of My river
of revelation and what you saw I will accomplish…”
2. Chuck Pierce on Covenant Roots;
“…Then he showed me this glory movement. It looked like a fire that began to move…In
most states there were these circles and it looked like they were encased and they were
blazing with fire…freedom outposts…Then I would see this glory movement attached to
the freedom outposts…When that movement would enter into these freedom outposts it

was immediate transformation. People would go into these freedom outposts and they
would transform. Their bodies would transform. Their cells would realign…They were so
filled the vibrancy of the power and glory of God that people when they would go in,
they would come out and be seven times brighter, as they would come through those
freedom outposts…” Chuck Pierce has identified 39 freedom outposts in Oklahoma. We
also have 39 federally recognized Indian Nations in Oklahoma.
3. First Fruits Kislev, Positioned and Alignment Conference, Denton, November 5, 2010.
Chuck Pierce to Oklahoma, “The land doesn’t fully know My sound of Heaven and the
land will reflect the sound and I will see a nation redeemed from that place.” Chuck to all
- “Look up in the night, things are breaking, lights are coming in the next 30 days. Sky
will light as day, a sign – a people who broke through the night that was capturing your
sight.” Same meeting, Paul Wilber (who lives in Jacksonville Florida), “I commission
you says the Lord, to capture the atmosphere, to saturate the atmosphere, to call a new
kingdom, a new situation a climate that invites a culture! How do I capture the
atmosphere? In your tongue, in your mouth, a weapon of warfare, lift up your voice and it
will be established. Take control of the atmosphere. Power of Praise, control of the
atmosphere, it is creating a new climate, it creates a culture of the Kingdom. We are
going to lift up a sound that is changing the molecular cell structure moving – shifting.
Open wide the gates of the nations… as we plant and take captive the atmosphere. You
are commissioned to change the atmosphere agree by covenant of blood so shall it be
established in this season of authority, new oneness of Jew and Gentile, …return the
hearts to the FATHER, take authority!” Chuck Pierce same meeting, “Watch as nations
change! Watch as my decree comes in. Take captive the atmosphere where you are, invite
the culture of the Kingdom. The destiny of the nations is in your mouth! Give a wave
offering, feel the Wind, The Wind of His Spirit….A light out of an unknown confused
path has blocked your way back, pressing you forward you go I will come behind
blowing you with Wind of My Spirit. You will create highways, where highways have
not been, pave paths, open ways, a troop to change the land … commission and call of
Heaven has now come, new standards to be established, a way not open has been
opened.” Same meeting Chuck Pierce to Oklahoma, “Oklahoma a way is OPEN!”
Holy Spirit had already spoken through the Apostolic Intercessors that our week with the
Root 52 was to be about worship, atmosphere, wind, weather, restoring the things that
had controlled and divided the atmosphere over Oklahoma. These prophecies were
conformation, God had commissioned us to Change the Atmosphere over Oklahoma.
The steps are simple, our directions clear. Each day we will;
Ask God to shine HIS light on us to get clear revelation and wisdom for that day.
Ask and offer forgiveness to all peoples, places and things within the mountain of
culture for that day.
Ask for our daily bread = protection, provision and power to carry out our
assignment.
We are warring through Worship; praying and singing in the spirit, making faith
declarations each day for the culture and the atmosphere. Each day we will be interceding
for the leaders in the cultural mountains. There is a correlation between the colors of the

rainbow, musical keys and healing for the human body/Body of Christ. By singing in the
day’s musical designated key and focusing our banners, flags, attire on the color for the
day, we come into agreement for the cleansing and healing of the Body of Christ and the
Oklahoma atmosphere where we live.
_______________________________________________________________________
Prayer Guide
Scriptures for atmosphere, add cultural mountain scriptures (see video/ handouts at
www.oapn.us for song play list).
I. Friday November 26 (Commissioning, and hand off from Utah-45th State of Union)
Culture = Arts and Entertainment
Color = Violet
Musical Key = B “Salvation is Here” by Lincoln Brewster
Healing for the Body of Christ = Crown of Head, Brain
“We bind the prince of the power of the air.” Ephesians 2:2
“We bind the powers of darkness that would control the airwaves and release anything
that opposes the Word of God through arts or entertainment in the name of
Jesus.”
“We declare, destroy all false worship in the high places.” II Chron. 28:25
“The gates of hell cannot prevail against us.” Matt. 16:18
“We bind all deities and demons from operating through the sun, moon, stars and
planets in the name of Jesus in the atmosphere of Oklahoma.” II Kings 23:5
“Bow Your heavens, O Lord, and come down; touch the mountains, and they shall
smoke.” Ps 144:5
II. Saturday November 27 (Anniversary of the Washita Massacre)
Culture = Family
Color = Indigo
Musical Key = A “God Almighty” by Chris Tomlin
Healing for the Body of Christ = Eyes, skeleton
“We bind despotisms, powers, world rulers of this present darkness, spirit forces of
wickedness in high places, heavenly (supernatural) sphere.” Ephesians 6:12
“We declare that all high places built by our ancestors be removed.” II Kings 18:4
“We will not let the high places our spiritual fathers destroyed be rebuilt.” II Chron. 33:3
“Lift up your heads, O gates, and be lifted up, O ancient doors, That the King of glory
may come in.” Ps. 24:7
“To Him who rides upon the highest heavens, which are from ancient times; Behold, He
speaks forth with His voice, a mighty voice.” Ps.68:33
III. Sunday November 28
Culture = Religion
Color = Blue
Musical Key = G
“Praise You God” by John Chisum
Healing for the Body of Christ = Throat, upper lungs

“Remove every false ministry in high places.” I Kings 12:31
“We remove the religious spirits from the high places of Oklahoma.” II Kings 23:8
“We have authority in the Name of Jesus, and we break down the high places in the name
of Jesus.” II Kings 18:4
“Violence will not be heard again in your land, nor devastation or destruction within your
borders; But you will call your walls salvation and your gates praise.” Isa. 60:18
“The heavens will praise Thy wonders, O Lord, thy faithfulness also in the assembly of
the holy ones. For who in the skies is comparable to the Lord?” Ps. 89:5
“We are blessed in Christ with every spiritual blessing sitting in heavenly places.”
Eph. 1:3
IV. Monday November 29
Culture = Business
Color = Green
Musical Key = F
“Prepare Ye the Way” by Michael W Smith
Healing for the Body of Christ = Heart, lower lungs
“In the Name of Jesus we remove every satanic altar erected in the high places.”
II Chron. 14:3
“Let all the high places of Baal be broken down in every business in Oklahoma.”
Jer. 19:5
“He made him ride upon the high places of the earth, and he ate the increase of the fields,
and He made him suck honey from the rock and oil from the flinty rock.”
Deut. 32:13
“To open doors before him so that gates will not be shut; I will go before you and make
the rough places smooth; I will shatter the doors of bronze, and cut through their
iron bars. And I will give you the treasurers of darkness, and hidden wealth of
secret places.” Isa. 45:1-3
“…I will open for you the windows of heaven, and pour out for you a blessing until it
overflows.” Mal. 3:10
“The earth trembled, the heavens also poured down at the presence of God.” Ps.68:8
V. Tuesday November 30
Culture = Government
Color = Yellow
Musical Key = E “You Are Good” by Israel Houghton
Healing for the Body of Christ = Liver, internal organs
“Righteous men and women with Your wisdom will sit in the high governmental places
of Oklahoma.” Proverbs 9:3
“We purge in the Name of Jesus all high places in our State government.” II Chron. 34:3
“Remove all high places established by any ungodly ruler in the name of Jesus.”
II Kings 23:19
“Open to me the gates of righteousness that I may enter in, I will give thanks to the Lord”
Ps. 118:19

“We pray for angels to be released to war against any spirit in the heavens assigned to
block our prayers from being answered.” Dan 10:12-13
“Shake the evil powers of heaven in the name of Jesus.” Matt. 24:29
VI. Wednesday December 1 (Beginning of Chanukah, web-cast from House of David)
Culture = Education
Color = Orange
Musical Key = D
“Revelation Song” by Kari Jobe
Healing for the Body of Christ = Kidney, lower organs
“Remove all strange gods from the high places.” II Chron. 14:3
“Prophesy to the mountains, the Lord will remove the enemy from the ancient high
places.” Ezek. 36:1-3
“We will walk upon the high places.” Hab. 3:19
“My gates will be open continually to receive blessings.” Isa. 60:11
“The Lord thundered in the heavens, and the Most High uttered His voice.” Ps 18:13
“Show Your wonders in the heavens.” Joel 2:30
VII. Thursday December 2
Culture = Media
Color = Red
Musical Key = C
“How Great is Our God” by Chris Tomlin
Healing for the Body of Christ = Blood
“We take authority over the princes of media in the Name of Jesus.” Daniel 8:20
“We break in the Name of Jesus the power of any sacrifice done in the high places.”
I Kings 3:2
“Remove every high place of wickedness that has not been removed.” I Kings 15:14
“Lord rebuke all of our enemies in the gates.” Ps. 127:5
“Father we say the Heavens are opened over our lives, and we see your visions.”
Ezek 1:1
VIII. Friday December 3 (Report and Hand off to New Mexico-47th State of the Union)
Culture = Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ
Color = Glory
Musical Key = All Frequencies
Healing for the Body of Christ = Atmosphere that contains the Glory of God
“Lord, open rivers in high places.” Isa. 41:18
“Lord, You created the high places for Your glory. We decree that no enemy will control
the high places in Oklahoma!”
“Repair the east gate (represents the glory).” Neh. 3:29, Ezek. 43:1-2
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